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Completely updated, Canoeing & Kayaking Florida, 2nd Edition, is the most comprehensive guide to

the best of Floridaâ€™s unique streams, springs, creeks, and rivers. Engaging and concise, this

all-encompassing guide spares readers encyclopedic fluff in favor of practical information, and

includes expanded regional maps and revised river maps.
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This is a good guide packed full with good info. You are going to need to buy a DeLorme atlas for

Florida along with it. The maps in the book are pretty scant.

Very interested in paddling some of Florida's spring fed creeks, one of which was the Wakualla. I

was unware that the best stretch of this river was not open to canoes in the state park area. Thanks

to this book, I saved a tank of gas and a bunch of frustration from a trip I had begin planning a week

or two earlier. It is always best to consult with the locals but this book is the next best thing and well

worth its price.

If you're thinking about exploring Florida's waters on a paddle craft, this book is a must have. It is

very well written and has tons of useful information. It covers everything from getting there to what

outfitter services operate in the areas you are or are intending to paddlie. The book provides very



accurate mileage and landmarks for gauging distance while on the water. In addition, the book

provides very good maps of all the areas covered. If you want more detailed maps, go to google

earth and get aerial shots. All in all, I strongly recommend this book which is why I gave it five stars.

Thanks Johnny Molloy for another great book.

The content is excellent, but I cannot recommend this as an e-book. It's supposed to be a guide,

region-by-region, to the rivers and waterways in Florida. However, there is no Table of Contents, nor

any other way to navigate to specific regions or waterways. Whoever converted this to an e-text did

a lousy job. Save your money. Buy this one in print. I returned mine for a refund.

Most travel adventure books read like they have been prepared by the Chamber of Commerce, all

glitz and no gravity. This book, on the other hand, was cram full of useful and hard to find

information, which no one could provide who had not experienced it personally. My wife and I are

taking the advice offered and using this as a valuable resource when planning our excursions.

This book is ok/average....it will get you to the launch site. It is a rather borish read. Wish the author

would take the reader with him while paddling a particular waterway. This book is mostly a ' how to

get there' information book rather than a detailed map(s),campsite amenities, flora/ fauna,history of

the area book....

Good resource for anyone paddling in Florida but some of the information is dated concerning

put-ins and take-outs. I would recommend it.

Best Florida guide book. It really gives you what you need to paddle each place. This is my third

copy purchased to share with friends. Great info on the best places to paddle!
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